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Executive 
summary: 

1. The Board’s attention is drawn to section 2 where the 2022 Staff
survey results show all people promises and themes have seen a
marginal improvement year on year (YOY). Seeing the best
improvements within the “We work flexibly promise”, a key flagship
programme from the 2021 Staff survey results.

2. The Board is asked to acknowledge that several actions can
take longer periods of time to embed before they are felt/
experienced by staff. NHSE suggests that the staff survey data
provides rich and valuable data to support and inform continuous
improvement and cultural change for longer term 3–5-year
planning.  This means that we may not achieve BAF3 as quickly as
we would hope.
We agreed the presented timeline at People Committee and
commit to achieving those actions as well as the actions listed in
Appendix 1 and will continue to update the Board on progress.

Recommendations 
for the Board: 

The Board is asked to: 

Note this report, with particular regard to progress delivery 
against the 2022/23 People Strategy milestones; and support the 
recommendations highlighted in section 10 of the report.

Appendices: Appendix 1: Trust and Divisional People Plan schemes 
(In Information Pack) 



  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 Annual Staff Survey Results 
  



  
 

1.0  Purpose 
 
1.1 This paper is to provide assurance and outline the importance of the staff survey and in 

particular the Engagement measure and its pertinence in the workplace. The staff 
survey is aligned to the NHS People Promise and affords us the opportunity to listen and 
respond to our teams to deliver the best possible staff experience working here at SaTH.  

 
1.2 The People Promise is a nationally led initiative, with the ambition that, by 2024, all staff 

working in the NHS will be able to recognise how the statements making up the promise 
apply to them. To inform the actions and high impact outputs for the People Promise 
Actions for 2023/24, the 2022 staff survey results will be used. 

 
2.0   Situation  
 
2.1    We recognise we have more to do but it is positive that all people promises and themes 

have seen a marginal increase year on year (YOY). Seeing the lowest increase at 0.02 
to the highest increase at 0.20 within the “We work flexibly promise”, a key flagship 
programme from the 2021 Staff survey results.   

 
2.2     A total of 7029 members of staff were eligible to respond to the survey, and 49% of 

 staff completed the survey in line with the target in the People Strategy, which equated 
 to a total of 3392 respondents.  This was an increase of 4% in the previous year, albeit 
 over 50% of staff have still not engaged with the survey.  The Trust did not score well 
 against the indicators versus our benchmark Trusts. 

 
3.0  Background  
 
3.1  Quality Health on behalf of 118 Trusts were commissioned to run the survey between 
 October and November 2022 and we achieved a 49% response rate, exceeding our 

target set in the 2019 people strategy of 45-48%. This was also the highest the Trust 
has achieved to date and higher than our comparator average of 44%.   

 
3.2  The full report can be found at NHS Staff Survey 2022 Benchmark Reports with the 

 Interactive dashboards Results | Working to improve NHS staff experiences | NHS 
 Staff Survey (nhsstaffsurveys.com).  The attached link (255) NHS Staff Survey - 
 YouTube takes you to our staff briefing by Louise Barnett, CEO and Rhia Boyode, 
 Director People and OD. 

 
3.3  Staff Survey Data and further supportive information was shared under embargo rules 

 to Senior Leaders in February 2023.  Organisation briefings took place w/c 10th March 
 and triumvirate briefings w/c 20th and 27th March. These were recorded and can be 
 found at SaTH Intranet - Staff Survey Briefing Sessions: Corporate and Divisions. 

  

https://www.nhsstaffsurveys.com/results/
https://www.nhsstaffsurveys.com/results/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxTF_V-yZCA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxTF_V-yZCA
https://intranet.sath.nhs.uk/news/news_articles/2023/03_March/230321-ssbriefings.asp


  
 

 
4.0  High Level Internal Results 
 
4.1  A total of 99 questions can be positively scored. 8 questions could not be compared 
 with 2022 staff survey data as these questions were changed in the survey. 
 
4.2  Our response rate was 49% against a median average of 44% in our sector. This has 

increased since 2021 from a low of 41% in 2019. 
 
4.3  This is the second year that staff survey results are presented against the seven NHS 
 People Promise themes and Engagement and Morale.   
 
4.4  The tables below provide a high-level summary of the overall Trust scores for all 7 
 People promises and 2 themes, where improvements YOY have been seen.   
 
Table 1 
 

 
*NHSE source: Improvement increase ranges from 0.02-0.08% 
 
4.5  Of the 9 measures, statistically 6 showed a significant increase, Table 2. we remain 
 below our comparative organisations on all promises and themes.  
  



  
 

 
Table 2 
 
 

 
 
 
4.6   The flagships programmes and the progress made is depicted below in Table 3. Our 

 flexible working programme has seen a 0.20 increase YOY. This work continues with 
 further pilots of self-rostering within wards. In 2022-2023, Ward 14 saw the first pilot 
 with 55.6% of colleagues saying they were “satisfied or very satisfied” with the 
 opportunity for flexible work patterns. 

 
  



  
 

Table 3  
 
 

 
 
 
4.7   The Culture dashboard depicts the last 2 staff survey results in 6 domains. Most 

 measures have seen an increase on the specific questions deemed to illustrate a 
 positive culture within the organisation (Table 4). However, in Goals and Performance 
 the question 21d “if a friend or relative needed treatment, I would be happy with the 
 standard of care provided by this organisation” did not improve.  The improvement 
 methodology from 2022-2023 utilised ten priority areas containing actions as part of 
 our People Promise delivery plan. Work continues to ensure these are actioned, with 
 remedial actions in place where this has proven not possible.  

 
  



  
 

Table 4 
 

 
 

4.8  There has been 342 free text comments received from staff as part of their staff survey 
 submission.  The comments are not published and are received from Quality Health 
 (QH), our external survey contractor. Prior to releasing the comments to the Trust, 
 Quality Health review these to ensure confidentiality is maintained by redacting any 
 personal information which may have been disclosed in the comments. 
 
4.9  The free text comments provide an additional perspective and helps to build up a 
 picture of staff experience. Obtaining feedback from staff, and taking account of their 
 views and priorities, is vital for driving improvements in our Trust and contributes to our 
 year of listening. 
 
4.10  The largest number of comments were pertinent to colleague feelings about how 
 valued, recognised and supported they are in the organisation. This was followed 
 closely with staffing levels.  
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5.0  Bank Staff Survey National Results  

  
5.1   In 2022 national staff survey bank staff were asked to complete the survey, this is the 

 first year that they have been part of the national results. 
 

6.0  Bank Working Patterns 
  
6.1   Around half (48.8%) of bank workers ‘always’ work in the same department or work 

 area at their organisation and a further third (34.0%) ‘usually’ do. 
6.2   Two in five bank workers (40.5%) work different hours / shift patterns each week. A 

 similar proportion (39.3%) ‘usually’ work the same hours each week while one in five 
 (20.2%) said they ‘always’ do.   

6.3   Bank work in the NHS is the main source of paid work for 71.6% of the bank workers 
 surveyed. Summary of results can be seen in table 5. 
 

Table 5  
 

 
  



  
 

 
7.0  Timescales for delivery 
 
7.1  In February we agreed a timeline for delivery for all elements of the staff survey  
 campaign. Table 6 – provides an annual timeline to allow all colleagues to get involved 
 in delivering the actions on the wider People Promise.  
 
Table 6 
 

 
 

SaTH - Staff Survey Annual Timeline
Initial Results

January/February February

WRES and DES results to
arrive in Trust.

Potentially early full NHS
results to be shared

End of Feb beginning of
March Script and Video to
be finalised as soon as we
receive full NHS Results.

People pulse results

SLC update

Detailed Reports Workshops
#ImprovingTogether

Action Planning &
Focus Groups

Action Plans
Signed off

Board Assurance

March
Embargo Lifted, Half day
workshops to share results
with Divisions. Workshops
to be opened by CEO and
Facilitated by Director of
People and OD.

Top Line results presented
including comparison to
sector, region, previous
results and next steps.

Line managers and BP
workshops and on line offer
(March and April) to
understand their data -
Involvement of QI

Dashboard to be shared

March/ April

Additional reporting to be
made available (demographic
analysis, free text reporting,
local questions).
BP’s to hold Individual
Meetings with each
Division/Corporate
Triumvirates to review last
years action plan and to
identify top 3 and bottom 3
areas and to review EDI data.
Divisional to engage with staff
and to identify service SS
champions.

Divisions/Corporate to hold
focus groups to support their
leaders to develop local action
plans and to ensure colleague
involvement.
People Pulse out

May

Action plans to be agreed and
submitted to BP’s by the end
of first week in May

Focus group themes and
findings and action plan’s to
be shared.

Communicate findings to
Divisional/Corporate
Champions to share with
colleagues.

People pulse results

June
Board and OPG to receive a
paper outlining the agreed
action plans from
Divisions/Corporate areas and
full results.

Action plans to highlight
achievements from previous
years and continuation of
actions.
Action plans to be shared
locally at Divisional, Centre,
Service Level and Corporate
areas.

Hierarchy in ESR to have data
cleanse

Refresh Communication plan
and incentives for 2023 survey
Launch to be signed off.

Internal Results
comparable via service
provider (QH),
Heat Map to be shared
with Senior Managers
and BP’s

Divisional and
Corporate packs to be
released - action plan
template and a year of
listening document

Discussions with BI
team ref: reporting

People pulse out

Con�nuous Improvement Loop

SaTH - Staff Survey Annual Timeline



  
 

 
 
8.0  Conclusions 
 
8.1  The ongoing work from the Trust’s People Strategy and the People Promise priority  

actions has not yet seen the staff experience improvement progress we would have 
liked.  However, firm foundations have been established to build upon and we will 
continue to focus on delivering the key changes identified from our staff feedback. 
There are several cultural development initiatives in progress in seeking to deliver 
improvements to our staff experience.  

 
    The People Promise priority actions are being reviewed in response to the 2022 
 results, building in actions to address operational pressures. These are taking place in 
 Divisions currently and the full action plan will be shared with the People Committee. 
 
8.2  Divisions have been provided with line manager training on the LMS and have been  
 asked to review their results and discuss with their teams a summary is shown in Table 
 7.   There may be areas where teams can celebrate success and where things may be 
 going well, and managers have been asked to agree local actions they feel their team 
 could implement and others they feel may require a corporate-wide approach. 
  

Board and Local
assurance

June/July -
October
Board and OPG to receive
quarterly assurance for
action plans,
communication and
engagement plans, from
Divisions and Corporate
areas. Ensuring that action
is being taken at team
levels.

SS Targets and objectives
to be added in Talent
conversation/appraisals

July /August

People Pulse out in July
and results in August

OD to hold SS roadshows –
promoting champion role
Recognition for high
achievers.

Embed engagement
discussions into every day
routines

Planning Time -
ongoing

We listen and act
together

Staff Survey
Launched

Reflection

September

Communication to highlight
the progress on previous
year prior to Launch in
October.

Communication to run
throughout the year about
results “you said– we
listened”.

Divisions / Corporate areas
to hold focus groups
throughout the year.

October
/November
Communication throughout
the year around the results
- staff survey to be on every
cascade – divisional
updates, you said we
listened.

Action planning and focus
groups,

Communication to be
launched to highlight
progress prior to Launch.

8 week detailed
communication– ss bus

Field work begins

December

Communication throughout
the year around the results
- staff survey to be on every
cascade – divisional
updates, you said we
listened.

Action planning and focus
groups,

Communication to be
launched to highlight
progress prior to Launch.

8 week detailed
communication– ss bus

Field work begins

Continuous
Engagement and
Feedback

Con�nuous Improvement Loop

Sharing results via a
controlled means affords
the chance for teams to
start earlier with their
responses to feedback. It
builds a better foundation
for outcomes

Therefore, we will be able
to share more positive
improvements that are
already in place putting us
in a more favourable
position for the 2023
survey.

Continuous
Improvement

SaTH - Staff Survey Annual Timeline



  
 

 
8.3 Whilst we have some way to go, we are proud of the improvements that each Division 
 has made, whilst recognising we are not where we wish to be. We also acknowledge 
 that Divisions such as Medicine and Emergency have been faced with unprecedented 
 internal and external pressures, such as A&E waiting times, demand for services and 
 growing staff shortages.  Whilst it remains difficult to recruit and retain sufficient staff in 
 emergency care and other key services, we remain committed to improving colleagues’ 
 experiences. 
 
Table 7 
 

 
 
 
  

People Promise Theme Scores by Division

TrustWomen and
Children’s

Surgery,
Anaesthe�cs
and Cancer

Medicine and
Emergency

Care

Clinical
Support
Services

Corporate
People Promise/ThemePeople Promise/Theme

202220212022202120222021202220212022202120222021

6.326.306.496.446.326.276.046.346.236.066.476.28Staff EngagementEngagement

5.445.335.195.045.555.404.985.115.415.055.785.63MoraleMorale

6.846.766.996.876.836.726.536.647.006.816.906.75We are compassionate and inclusivePeople Promise 1

5.555.515.335.315.535.465.145.365.635.475.995.83We are recognised and rewardedPeople Promise 2

6.236.216.396.306.216.205.976.176.246.096.346.22We each have a voice that countsPeople Promise 3

5.725.615.495.295.795.595.075.145.675.446.236.20We are safe and healthyPeople Promise 4

5.064.875.024.645.164.944.934.935.094.764.954.73We are always learningPeople Promise 5

5.775.575.495.065.745.605.305.515.495.216.616.16We work flexiblyPeople Promise 6

6.376.266.166.136.476.265.996.166.466.286.696.31We are a teamPeople Promise 7



  
 

 
8.4  A Staff Survey Dashboard of service and department level results was available at the  
 end of March to all managers. This is fully accessible to support priority areas of focus 
 and delivery of local level actions.  This gives Department Managers access the LMS 
 training to support their interpretation of the results. Encouragement of departmental 
 ownership and driving of forward regular actions at a local level.  
 
8.5  All management teams have been requested to review their results and consider how  
       they will share the data with their teams – briefing packs have been provided by the 
 OD team to help focus on key considerations and actions. 
 
9.0  Risks 
 
9.1  It is to be acknowledged that several actions can take longer periods of time to embed  
 before they are felt/experienced by staff. NHSI/E suggests that the staff survey data  
 provides rich and valuable data to support and inform continuous improvement and  
 cultural change for longer term 3–5-year planning. However, we need to action more 
 rapid improvement to peoples experience of working and delivering care here. 
 
10.0  Recommendations 
 
10.1   We recommend that in 2023-2024 all Divisions have an overarching Engagement 

 focus to deliver improved experience for both colleagues and patients.  Research 
 conducted by the Kings fund and NHS England suggest that focus on Employee 
 engagement will improve both patient satisfaction and have a positive impact on 
 sickness absence and agency spend. Table 8 & 9. 

 
  



  
 

Table 8 
 

 
 
Table 9 
 

 

Pa�ent sa�sfac�on by employee engagement

Source: West, M. A., & Dawson, J. F. (2012).Employee engagement and NHS performance. Paper
commissioned for The King’s Fund review Leadership and engagement for improvement in theNHS.

Employee engagement, sick absence, agency spend

Spend on agency
and bank staff

A “normal” (one standard devia�on)
improvement in engagement is associated
with approximately 2,000 fewer sick days

a year in an average size trust

This would be associated with a decrease
of £1.7 million per year in spend on

agency and bank staff

Employee
engagement

Staff sickness
absence

Source: Dawson, J. F., & West, M. A. (2018).Employee engagement, sickness absence and agency spend in NHS trusts.Report for NHS England.



  
 

 
. 
11.0  Next steps 
 
11.1  Division to update and review action plans YOY in readiness for early in May in line 

 with timeline Table 6. This activity is to include but not limited to; review of internal and 
 heat map data, holding engagement sessions to understand meaningful actions 
 (utilising the year of listening narrative) and to prepare priorities for 2023/2024.   

  Actions can be seen in Appendix 1. 
 
11.2  OD team to Create Engagement Masterclass by end of May to support theme focus.  
 These will then have a supporting structure around the Advocacy, Involvement and  
 Motivation sub themes to assist in improving these measures.  
 
11.3  OD to launch Divisional Community of practices with an opportunity for lower 
 performing areas to learn from higher performing ones during June in an appreciative 
 inquiry style of learning and improvement.  
 
11.4  Divisions to follow annual timeline to meet Trust expectations. 
 
11.5   The People Promise Priority Themes and associated high impact actions and outputs 

 will be developed over the next month via Divisions.  
  Actions can be seen in Appendix 1.   
 
11.6  Staff Survey Comments have been released to Divisions and shared with OPG in May. 
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